TPATH in August

It’s been another great month for TPATHers. All in all we’re responsible for 1 scientific article and 2 books! Our Facebook group has zoomed to almost 950 members and we’re now busy planning out first conference on transgender health, tentatively scheduled for February 2021 (to be held online). If you have skills in fundraising and/or conference organizing and would like to lend a hand in this or any other area please get in touch.

Please also let us know if you see any errors, or have news, job postings, recent publications, and anything else you'd like to see here. You can find job postings, resources, activism, and publications in the member resources section of the website.
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TPATH Members

*Articles, books, and editorial links are, in most cases, to publishers. TPATH members are **bolded.***

**Articles**

**Two Steps Back - Rescinding Transgender Health Protections in Risky Times**  
*The New England Journal of Medicine*  
Sula Malina, Sarah Warbelow, & **Asa Radix**

**Books**

**Non-Binary Genders: Navigating Communities, Identities, and Healthcare**  
*Policy Press*  
**Ben Vincent**

**Trans and Autistic: Stories from Life at the Intersection**  
*Jessica Kingsley Publishers*  
**Noah Adams**, & **Bridget Liang**

**Calls to Action**

★ **Pride for Youth Uganda** is seeking donations to help them in supporting transgender youth.

★ **Ian Cli** is raising funds towards housing for trans people experiencing homelessness.

**Career Opportunities**

**Academic**

**The Other Foundation**  
This organization is calling for researchers who live and work in Africa to work with a dataset on queer and trans Malawians. Successful applicants will receive a research grant.  
Deadline: November 30, 2020

**Women’s College Hospital**  
**Post-Doctoral: Transgender Health**  
Toronto, Canada  
Deadline: Open until filled
Students

**ClinicQ**
Students are invited for counselling placement. Applicants should be trans or gender non-binary or partners or parents of same, though other experience of trans issues will be considered. Candidates will ideally be qualified to or second year students on a practitioner course which is BACP/UKCP accredited. Please write with CV to counselling@cliniq.org.uk
London, UK

**University of Houston**
*Dr. Colt St. Amand* will be taking on the mentorship of a graduate student in Clinical Psychology. Please contact him for more info.
Houston, USA

**The TransLatin@ Coalition**
*Policy Internship*
Los Angeles, USA

**University of Waikato**
*Dr. Jaimie Veale* is accepting graduate students from psychology, social science, and health backgrounds. Please contact her for more info.
Hamilton, New Zealand

Work

**City & County of San Francisco:**
*Department of Human Resources*
*Senior Behavioral Health Clinician: Gender Health SF*
San Francisco, USA
Deadline: Until filled

**Lyon Martin Health Services**
*Behavioral Health Therapist*
San Francisco, USA
Deadline: Unspecified

**Trans Lifeline**
*Part Time Staff Operator*
Remote
Deadline: Position starts Aug 17, 2020

**University of South Carolina**
*Research Assistant Professor*
Columbia, South Carolina
Deadline: Position starts Sep 1, 2020
# Upcoming Events and Training

**Gender Education Network**  
*Understanding and Preventing Suicide in the Transgender Community*  
Online  
Continuous registration

**Sociologists for Trans Justice Now!**  
*Publish Me: Advancing Trans, Nonbinary, and Intersex Scholarship Writing Symposium*  
Online  
Aug 5th & 6th

**Facialteam Training & Education**  
*Current Concepts in Gender Affirming Surgery for Women in Transition*  
Marbella, Spain  
Mar 12, 2021

**University of Victoria**  
*Moving Trans History Forward Conference*  
Victoria, Canada  
May 11-14, 2021

**EPATH**  
*EPATH 2021*  
Göteborg, Sweden  
Aug 11-13, 2021

---

## News

*Inclusion of articles is not an endorsement of their content.*

**Responding Responsibly as Parents of Transgender Children**  
*National Catholic Reporter*  
Colt St. Amand, & Luisa Derouen

**Hospital Refuses to Treat Transgender Man & Claims Religious Exemption**  
*LGBTQ Nation*  
Bil Browning

**Taking a Transgender-Inclusive Sexual Health History**  
*Bedside Providers*  
Miles Harris

**Community-run PrEP Programme for Vietnamese Trans Women sees Hundredfold Rise in Users in Three Years**  
*Nam aidsmap*  
Gus Cairns

**Transgender Woman from Cuba Builds new Life in Fla.**  
*Los Angeles Blade*  
Michael K. Lavers
Transgender Kids now have a Place to Turn to Get Healthcare and Help with Transition
Miami Herald
Steve Rothaus

The Case for Facial Feminization Surgery
BuzzFeed News
Alex V. Green

Bolivia’s First Transgender News Anchor puts LGBTQ Issues Front and Center
New York Posti
Reuters

Rachel Levine is Saving Pennsylvania - and Becoming an Accidental Icon in the Process
Philly Mag
Emily Goulet

Self Medication: Blocked from Drugs by the Medical Establishment, many Transgender People Resort to Black-market Hormones
Genetic Literacy Project
Tara Santora

My Transgender Diary: ‘The Obstacles Still in my way from Having the Surgery I Want’
The Telegraph
Diana Thomas

22 States and D.C. Sue HHS over Rollback of Transgender Health Care Protections
Axios
Orion Rummler

What’s Up With the PATHs?
Please let us know if you’re having trouble getting access to the WPATH or USPATH listservs. If you are a member of these organizations you are entitled to this.

USPATH

Call for Applications for USPATH Committee Chairs
The call for Committee Chairs has been extended until all positions are filled.
**WPATH**

*Global Education Initiative*

The Global Education Initiative has moved online. Please check their website for updates. More information on the Foundations Course is also available.

**WPATH 2020 Conference**

- [Registration](#) for the 2020 WPATH conference and for the Surgeons Session is now open. Early bird discounts end Aug 31, 2020.

**TPATH Website**

*Check out the Member Resources section on the website for these and other aids.*

- ★ Please take a moment to add your name to and make use of TPATHs [skill sharing and contact list](#).

- ★ TPATH member Florence Pare has put together an amazing notated spreadsheet of [Academic Journals for Trans Health](#). They have also created a spreadsheet of [Non-Binary & Genderqueer Academic Resources](#).

- ★ TPATH has created a [Google Map](#) to collect and track transgender health resources. Please add your entries.

**Social Media**

TPATH has a [Google Listserv](#), website forums, and a very active [Facebook](#) group with over 900 members! All groups require individual registration and are only open to trans and/or intersex identified folks. Please feel welcome to add friends and co-workers to the Facebook group, but remind them to answer the membership questions first.

**Volunteering**

*Let us know if you are interested in volunteering or collaborating with us on these or other projects.*

**Leadership**

We are actively recruiting folks from the Global South to take on leadership roles. Commitment is flexible and takes place primarily online with leadership meetings via Skype.
Blog Posts

TPATH has a blog! Right now we mostly use it for expressions of solidarity and announcements. We’d love to make it available to folks that want to write posts about their experiences with and as trans healthcare providers. Please get a hold of us if you’re interested in writing something.